Steven W. Rutledge
Steve serves as the Chief Operating Officer of SJR Security Consulting Services, LLC bringing more
than 27+ years of security experience to this role. A veteran of the United States Marine Corps, Mr.
Rutledge holds a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice from Chadwick University.
SJR Security Consulting Services, LLC, a Veteran Owned Small Business (Certification Pending),
provides expertise and problem solving solutions to security challenges for both government
agencies and private sector companies. SJR delivers results to complex security issues while
providing flexible, “as needed” consulting services and hands-on support with full range of security
consulting services including:













Security Strategy & Program Management
Policy & Procedures Development
Critical Infrastructure Protection
Risk Management
Security Assessments
OPSEC
Security Education
Crisis Management/Contingency Planning
Workplace Violence Prevention & Planning
Insider Threat
Antiterrorism/Force Protection
Physical Security and numerous other security disciplines

Mr. Rutledge currently holds a TS/SCI security clearance with polygraph. He is a member of the
NSTi Board of Advisors in addition to serving as one of their instructors. Mr. Rutledge is a member
of NCMS and ASIS, serving as a member of the ASIS Defense and Intelligence Council.
Prior to forming SJR, Mr. Rutledge was Vice President of Security for TASC, joining the company in
2007. At TASC he oversaw all aspects of security. This includes supporting contracts involving
classified activities as well as specialized services encompassing personnel, physical, program and
information systems security, operational security, document control, crisis management,
international security and security education and awareness.
Prior to TASC, Mr. Rutledge served as Director of Security for the Civilian Agencies Group and the
Enterprise Infrastructure group of Northrop Grumman. Prior to his positions with Northrop
Grumman and TASC, Mr. Rutledge held a number of positions in the private sector supporting the
Intelligence Community, Department of Defense and numerous Civilian Agencies with a focus on
physical security, anti-terrorism planning, force protection, contingency planning and security risk
assessments.

